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ABSTRACT

Several tests, along with their, variations, have 
been developed for the testing of hyperboloidal surfaces, 
both concave and convex. In this thesis, three such tests 
are discussed ip relation to the testing of the test plate 
pair for the secondary mirrors for the Multiple Mirror 
Telescope. The three tests are the Hindle test for testing 
the convex component, the LUPI interferometer with null 
lens for testing the master concave test plate, and the 
Fizeau interferometer for testing one against the other and 
also for testing the convex component.

ix



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Under construction at this time is the Multiple 
Mirror Telescope, known as the MMT. It is of a novel design 
in that six individual Cassegrain telescopes are carried in 
the same structure and each of their images will be super
imposed at a single focus.

Being true Cassegrain telescopes, the secondaries 
are asphericf hyperbolic to be exact. The secondary mirrors 
must be ground and polished to an accuracy of RMS of the 
design values, To verify this accuracy of each surface, and 
that the surface is indeed the desired surface, an aspheric 
test plate pair will be made. The concave member will serve 
as the master test plate» This will result in the fabrica
tion of twelve identical hyperboloidal secondary mirrors, 

This thesis deals with the testing of these test 
plates for the MMT secondary mirrors,

In a testing situation there are three conditions 
which would be preferred: (L) autostigmatic, (2 ) no
accessory elements, and (3) null or no aberration. In the 
autostigmatic condition, the light rays emerging from the 
test surface take the same path as the light incident on the 
surface. No accessory elements implies that additional '



pieces of test apparatus are not inserted into the optical 
path. The null situation requires a test configuration such 
that when the surface is correct there is no aberration 
present, (Obviously, the only surface which satisfies all 
three of the previously mentioned criteria is the concave 
sphere.) The problem here is to test a convex hyperboloid 
and a concave hyperboloid. The hyperboloid has two foci 
which are finitely spaced. It should be noted that conics 
themselves are particularly good for a null configuration 
because they are inherently stigmatic at their conjugate 
foci. In the testing program of the MMT secondary mirrors, 
three tests will be used to evaluate the mirrors.

One test will be a combination of interferometer and 
null lens, This requires using a modified Twymann-Green 
interferometer (LUPI) with a null lens attachment. The con
cave test plate will be evaluated using the FRINGE computer 
program which will generate a contour map of the test plate 
using data from an interferogram of the test plate.

The convex component will be tested using a Kindle 
sphere, A.knife edge can be used to give a view of the 
surface, An interferometer may, of course, also be used 
here,

The third test is another interferometrie test using 
the Fizeau interferometer, In this case, the convex 
component will be put against the concave one and also



compared to a spherical surface in order to view the contour 
of the surface.

In this thesis, specific examples and data are 
presented using parameters from the MMT mirrors themselves. 
In some cases, general conclusions about the test itself 
are given.

Next, we will consider how this hyperbolic surface 
relates to a spherical surface.

The sagitta or departure from a plane, for a sphere 
is given as:

2
z = — — 3L,... - .• (1 )

/ r 2 2R + / R - y

where: y = zonal radius from center
R = vertex radius of curvature

Expanding this expression using the binomial 
expansion we get;

Zs = 7  R^ + I ^3 + 1 6  ^5 + '•* (2)

The sagitta expression for a conic surface is given 
by the equation:



or in a more familiar form:

z= = -— ~rf  2 (4)R + / R - (K+l) y

Again using the binomial expansion, we expand 
Equation (4) and have:

zc = I  R- + I  IK+U 4 + H  (K+1>2 4 + ••• (5)

By comparing Equation (2) with Equation (.5) , it is 
seen that a conic section,is merely a sphere plug higher 
order terms, the most dominant of which will be the fourth
order term (i.e., fourth order in y ) .

/

Taking the difference in terms between the sphere 
and conic (conic being all conic sections except the 
sphere) we have;

S — -g- K + jg (e4+2K) + . „ , (6 )

In most cases we may say that the sixth order terms
h^ye a negligible effect, so neglecting them we get:

1 y^<5 = p- K which shows the conic constant K is essentially
R 4a fourth order phenomenon in that it is associated with y , 
For reference, the sixth order departure for the 

conic will be



times that of the fourth order term. Since ^  << 1 usually, 
this term will generally be negligible.

This difference or departure from a sphere of the 
same vertex radius as the hyperbola is shown in Figure 1 
along with the profile of the desired hyperbolic surface..

This fourth order dependence on y is considered in 
future discussions involving spherical aberration. This 
fourth order spherical aberration applies to the wave 
aberration. In all cases, the ray aberration will be 
discussed which is the derivative of the wave aberration. 
So, it will be third order spherical aberration which is 
referred to.
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CHAPTER 2

THE HINDLE TEST

Hindle (1931) proposed using a sphere to simulate . 
the complementary conjugate necessary to test a hyper- 
boloidal Cassegrain secondary. In this test, the center of 
curvature of the spherical mirror coincides with the short 
conjugate focus of the hyperboloid, This test satisfied two 
out of the three ideal testing conditions mentioned previ
ously in that it is autostigmatic and a null test. It is 
easily seen that a rather large spherical mirror is required 
to test a not so large hyperboloid. Also, it should be 
noted that the exact radius of the spherical mirror is not 
really important„ The coincidence of the center of curvature 
previously mentioned is important.

It can be seen from Figure 2 upon varying distance A, 
the distance between the hyperboloidal mirror and final 
image position, while keeping all other design parameters 
constant Ci., e , , radii, conic constants, etc.) a negligible 
amount of third order sphqrical aberration is produced,
This is expected because the physical setup of the ideal 
situation is not changed. But, on the same figure it is 
shown that the third order spherical aberration is very 
sensitive to changes in distance between the hyperboloid and
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9
the spherical mirror, This is the condition for which the 
center of curvature of the Hindle sphere and short conjugate 
focus of the hyperboloid no longer coincide. Table 1 shows 
how the third order spherical aberration varies with this 
distance and the values of new conic constants (for the 
hyperboloid) required to yield zero third order spherical 
aberration at the new location.

Table 1, Spherical aberration vs, sphere secondary 
distance.

Distance between 
Hindle Sphere and 
Secondary (MM)

Conic
constant

K

Double pass 
• third order 

spherical 
aberration 

(waves)
A = .6328 p

New K to yield 0 
spherical aberra
tion at specified 

distance

2605.9309 -1.435814 -2.77 -1.396894
2608,4309 -1,435814 — 1,36 -1,416333
2610,9309 rl,435814 o o o

2611, 9309. t-1 , 43 5814 0,55 vl,443619
2613.4309 -1.435814 1.35 -1,455334
2615,9309 -1.435814 2.65 -1.474878
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Figure 3 shows the variation of third order 

spherical aberration with variation of the conic constant 
of the hyperbola keeping all other parameters at their 
design values„ This shows the sensitivity this test has in 
determining that the surface is the one designed for.

Figure 4 shows the result of varying the radius of 
the Hindle sphere keeping all other parameters constant 
and also varying the radius of the hyperboloid keeping all 
other parameters constant. From this figure, it can be 
concluded that there apparently exist combinations of a 
change in radius of the Hindle sphere together with a 
change in the radius of the hyperboloid which will yield 
zero third order spherical aberration. This can be seen 
by picking a radius of the sphere which will produce +1 A 
of third order spherical aberration. There is also a 
radius for the hyperbola which will produce -1 A of third 
order spherical, Hence, if these two epre used together, 3 

zero third order spherical will result. Of course, as 
stated earlier, a value for the radius of the Hindle sphere 
is not essential, only the knowledge of the location of the 
center of curvature is essential.

It is also easy to conclude that it is possible to 
have the wrong conic constant and wrong radius of the 
hyperbola, yet still produce a null situation (e.g., keeping 
the long conjugate of the hyperboloid constant), This is 
shown in Figure 5 and Table 2.
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Table 2. Parameters for null situation keeping long 

conjugate constant

r h b' ARg = b ’-b K V m 2

1464.249 666.906 - 8 . 276 -1.429419 126,019
1469.249 668.979 -6.204 -1,431016 125.239
1474,249 671.053 -4.130 -1.432615 124.467
1479.249 673.124 -2,059 -1.434214 123,702
1484.249 675,195 0 -1.435814 122.9 45
1494,249 679.331 4,148 -1.43 9017 121,452
1499.249 681.397 6,214 -1,440620 120.716

Units are MM,
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Looking at the geometry of the hyperbola (as shown 

in Figure 6 ) and knowing the property of hyperbolas, that 
light from one focus intercepting the hyperboloidal surface 
will then proceed to the other focus, the distances we want 
to find to describe this hyperbola are F V , the long 
conjugate and V F 1, the short conjugate.

Figure 6 , Hyperbola geometry

The equations for the long and short conjugate 
distances are:

V F ' = b = RTT + / ( k T T ) 2 ' ITT conjugate <7>

FV = a + c = 2 ( ^ 1  + till - /  (k?I> 2 - ITT] conjugate
(8)

where: R = vertex radius of hyperboloid
K = conic constant
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Simplifying the equations for the conjugates of a 

hyperbola;

conjugates = (+ 1 + /^K) (9 )

The eccentricity of the hyperbola is defined as 
e = The conic constant is defined as K = -e^ - ^ C~) ̂  ?

Going back to the simple Gaussian formula;

1 1  1 2
b ate f R„IX

CIO)

wtiefe is the vertex radius of the hyperboloid, Solving
for b;

R (ate)
b = 2 (ate) t Rr (11)

Equation (11). gives the short conjugate in terms of the 
radius of the hyperbola and the long conjugate.

As stated previously, it is still possible to 
produce a null situation by varying the conic constant and 
radius of the hyperbola, thus, keeping the long conjugate of 
the hyperbola constant, if R̂ . varied, say to a new value 
Rh *, a new b value, b ' must be calculated, or recalling the 
previously determined quantity b;

R 1 (ate)
b ’ = 2 (a+c) + R h '



From the b 1 a new c , c' is calculated:

c + a + b 1 = 2 c '

_ (c+a) + b'
2

then it follows a new a , a 1 must be determined: 

a ' = c 1 - b 1

From the new values of c and a, a new K can be calculated 
as:

c , 2 
K« = -Cfr)

Also, b ' b = ARg where Rs is the radius of the Hindle 
Sphere„

Figure 6 shows a plot of conic constant and longitu
dinal magnification against the short conjugate of the 
hyperbola while maintaining the long conjugate at a constant 
Value. The longitudinal magnification m is defined as the 
square of the lateral magnification or

2-long conjugate of hyperbola, 
short conjugate

For this particular situation m = 122.95 (nominal).

Physical Limitations of the Hindle Test 
From Figure 1, it is seen that the area in bold 

black represents the area of the secondary that is not 
capable of being tested because of the physical nature of 
the system due to the presence of a hole in the sphere or a
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m

folding 
f lat

Hyperboloid

Kindle sphere

Figure 7. Kindle test configuration.

folding flat to get the light in and out of the test 
setup,

From the geometry of the test configuration, we
have;

b
D

R
H Also,

o

where; D = diameter of secondary test plate
R = radius of Kindle sphere
H = filled diameter of Kindle sphere

dc =5 diameter of cone of light not making it through 
the system (i.e., part of mirror not tested)

hQ = diameter of cone of light taken up by folding 
mirror or hole in sphere.
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It appears that there is a limiting f/no. for the 

Kindle sphere for any particular hyperboloid that is to be 
tested.

Recalling, for a sphere f = 1/2 R

For this situation, we have:

b _ R 1/2 b _ R 
D H 50 D 2H

Therefore,

f/no. (sphere) £  -

Obviously the sphere can be larger even though not neces
sarily filled (i.e., larger H ) .

Getting back to the Kindle sphere itself, it is
easy to see that one would need a rather large sphere, 
with a fairly long radius just to test a, reasonably sized 
hyperbola, Note, that the closer the hyperbola is to the 
sphere (Figure 8), the less the area that is capable of 
being tested. This would indicate that the longer the short 
conjugate of the hyperbola, the longer the radius of the 
sphere needs to be.

The amount of area of the secondary not tested due . 
to the geometry of the test is considered next,I

The situation for this particular case is repre
sented somewhat schematically by Figure 9.
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Secondary

Sphere

Figure 8. Kindle limitation.

129.375

10

b - short con- 
jugate of 
hyperboloid = 

hyperboloid 26.5825"
Folding flat

Kindle
sphere

Figure 9. Area of test plate not tested.
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For this particular example, we will assume that the 

flat is 4,0" from the surface of the Kindle Sphere.
Using the principle of ratios, we find that the 

radius of the area on the secondary that cannot be tested 
is .8 481". This leads to an area of approximately 2,60 sq. 
in, in the center of the mirror not being tested or in terms 
of the whole mirror, 2.75% not tested. If we consider the 
convex test plate, we then find that 2.5%<of the surface 
cannot be tested. (The diameter of the test plate =
10.75".)

■ Another aspect that was looked into was the tilting 
and decentering of the secondary mirror, These are illus
trated in Figure 10. Decentering of the secondary mirror 
involved moving it in a direction perpendicular to the 
optical axis, It was found from data generated by the ACCOS 
IV computer program that coma was the primary aberration 
present. The linear nature of third order coma as the 
mirror is moyed farther and farther from the optical axis is 
shown in Figure 11a, From the same data, third order 
astigmatism was plotted as a function of distance from the 
axis in Figure lib. Not only is the quadratic nature shown, 
but it is also seen that the amount present is insignificant 
compared to the third order coma present.

The effect of tilting the secondary about its vertex 
was looked into and the third order coma and astigmatism are 
plotted as a function of this tilt in Figures 12a and 12b.
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Figure 10. Decentration, tilt, and rotation of secondary.
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Figure 12. Tilt of secondary.



Another possibility is the effect of rotating the 
secondary around its short focus or rotating the Kindle 
sphere around its center of curvature. These motions do 
not affect the geometry of the setup„ Looking at the case 
of rotating the mirror around its focus, it can then be said 
that there exists a tilt and decentering capable of pro-* 
ducing a null situation with the only side effect being that 
some of the mirror may not be tested due to the size of the 
Kindle sphere.

The following is a sample ACCOS input deck for 
checking effects of decentering a secondary mirror:

L E N S  I N P U TH INDLE TEST DECENT,RATION OF SEC O ND A RY WAVLN .6328 ,5876 .4861 ,6563
PARAX “ 2 q 130.175
TH 7486,574
AIR -AIR 'AIR
RD 1484,249 * 1,4358 14
! P E N
cvP I K U PYD EC 3 o * 1 o
TH o261.(a'89309
AIRRD 3286,12 5
REEL •
PIK UPTHM 4 9 AIRP I K U PYD EC 4 q AIR
P I K U P Y D E C  3 o PXKUPCV 3 fl PIKUPCC 3 o
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r e f lR E F L  AIR P A R H S  
AIR AIR 

. L E P R T  •

Various values of decentration were successively 
entered by altering the DECEN card which in this case on the 
original input reads zero decentration.

Variations of the Hindle Test 
The classical Hindle test is not the only test 

available for testing hyperboloidal surfaces. There are 
variations of the classical Hindle arrangement,. One such 
modification by Silvertooth (1940) involved making a concave 
master plate and testing it with a spherical auxiliary 
mirror only slightly larger than the convex secondary as 
shown in Figure 13a, The convex secondary can then be tested 
by interference methods (i.e., Fizeau fringes). The radius 
of the Silvertooth sphere may be theoretically any value 
as long as its center of curvature lies at the long focus of 
the hyperboloid, But in practice two things must be kept in 
mind,. One, if the radius is too long the sphere will 
interfere with whatever test apparatus is being used at the 
short focus of the hyperboloid. Secondly if the radius is 
too short, a larger hole is required in the sphere causing
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igure 13. Silvertooth configuration and relation to final system configuration
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more of the central portion of the plate to be incapable of 
being tested as discussed previously. The radius of the 
Silvertooth sphere will be approximately equal to the sum of 
the long and short conjugate distances of the hyperboloid. 
This is, again, a null test configuration. Figure 13b shows 
how the Silvertooth arrangement relates to the final system 
configuration.

Another variation by Simpson, Oland, and Meckel 
(1974) involves using a refracting Kindle element as shown 
in Figure 14. The advantage to this method as in the one 
described previously, introduced by Silvertooth is that the 
size of the Kindle elements and accessory elements are small 
compared to the sphere used in the classical setup.

Half silvered
surface

■3"̂  **
Null

element Long focus 
of hyperboloid Hyperboloid

Kindle
element

Figure 14. Refracting Kindle element.
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In this test, a sphere, again much smaller than the 

classical sphere, must also be used, for calibration in 
which its center of curvature is coincident with the long 
focus of the hyperboloid. But, here we have the dis
advantage of a refracting element.

The null optics could be eliminated by putting an 
aspheric surface on the back of the Hindie element.

These particular tests just presented were not 
evaluated or investigated and are merely introduced here to 
show that the classical Kindle arrangement is not the only 
setup that could be used, Testing through the hyperbolic 
mirror and reflecting off the back surface is another 
possible technique that was also not investigated and is 
presented just as a matter of interest. Although this test 
was not looked into, it seems additional problems would 
arise; for example, such things as the homogeneity of the 
glass and a requirement for a specific geometry of the 
mirror back.



CHAPTER 3

UNEQUAL PATH INTERFEROMETER WITH NULL LENS

The test plate for the secondary mirrors was first
set up in a LUPI interferometer equipped with a null lens.
LUPI is an acronym for Laser Unequal Path Interf erometer *
A schematic of the entire system is shown in Figure 15, A 
very accurate flat was inserted in the system to fold the 
beam, and the entire setup was mounted on a granite table,
A photograph of the setup is shown in Figure 16, The test 
plate is tested at its paraxial radius of curvature, The 
tilt of the system is made such that there are a reasonable 
number of fringes visible, and a photograph is taken with a 
camera in the setup as shown in Figure 17, The photograph 
is taken on Polaroid film such that a positive and negative 
are produced. The interferogram negative is then taken and 
reduced on the Grant dual axis comparator shown in Figure 
18, This gives the K and Y coordinates of the peaks of the . 
fringes by scanning across the interferogram. These loca
tions are punched onto cards by the card punch shown in
Figure 19 which became the input data for the FRINGE
computer program. Also as a record, the data are printed on 
a teletype shown in Figure 20, The FRINGE program does a 
least squares fit of a polynomial to the data and produces
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Figure 16. LUPI null lens configuration.



Figure 17. LUPI null lens configuration for taking interferograms



Figure 18. Grant dual axis comparator. u>



Figure 19. Card punch.
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Figure 20. Teletype.
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a surface which is the deviation in path length from the 
reference sphere. Essentially, what is generated is a 
contour map, not of the surface itself, but of the departure 
from the desired surface. This departure or deviation is 
from a minimum RMS area weighted surface of the test plate« 
An example of this contour map is shown in Figure 21, The 
test plate was worked on by the optician after this 
interferogram was reduced as can be seen by comparing 
Figure 21 with Figures 26-29 (pp. 46-49).

The Null Lens Used 
The Offner null lens is an optical system designed 

to produce a perfectly spherical wavefront when used in 
conjunction with a perfected aspheric surface, In this 
case, the null corrector was designed, not to test the conic 
at the focal conjugates, but at the paraxial radius of 
curvature (autostigmatically), In the Offner corrector, a 
field lens is used to image the tested surface onto the 
imaging lens which compensates the spherical aberration 
present. This is shown schematically in Figure 22, Since 
this system is used in a double pass mode, it was designed 
to contribute half the spherical aberration produced by the 
aspheric. Autostigmatic implies that the source is imaged 
back upon itself at unit magnification when the aspheric- 
surface designed for has been achieved, Figure 23 is a
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Figure 21, Contour map of test plate.
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Figure 23. Null lens package
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photograph of the null lens package attached to the front 
of the LUPI interferometer,

Coma Investigation 
An investigation of the coma in the LUPI'-null lens 

Configuration was undertaken, Four different interferograms 
were taken representing constant incremental tilts of the 
interferometer with null lens attached. The tilt was 
measured and generated by attaching a micrometer dial to 
the back end of the interferometer and adjusting the 
adjustment screw located at the point. The interferograms 
are shown in Figure 24. The tilt positions are shown with 
" zero tilt" in the upper left, 11 tilt = 10" in the upper 
right, "tilt = 20" in the lower left, and "tilt = 30" in the 
lower right. Study of these interferograms would reveal 
whether the FRINGE program subtracted out coma as it was 
requested to do, as well as variation in tilt,

When the secondary is inserted into the telescope, 
it will be adjusted to give a coma null. Thus, computer 
removal of the instrumental effects of coma in the test is 
correct since it is an analog of the intended use of t h e ' 
component.

Each interferogram.was reduced (i.e., digitized) on 
the comparator (Grant dual axis) and each was run through 
the FRINGE program. Table 3 gives a summary of the coma 
values generated by the FRINGE program. An added item was



Figure 24. Tilt interferograms.



Table 3. LUPI coma test results.

Tilta

Coma (X's)
A = Full data value 

- half data value
Half data 

value Coma angle
Full data 

value Coma angle

0 . 478 -34.39° .469 -33.81° -.009
10 . 629 +15.62° . 639 +16.35° + .010
20 1,113 +30.92° 1.111 +30.60° -.002
30 1,613 +28.97° 1.603 +29,77° -.010

aThe tilt is designated in thousandths of an inch vertical displacement of 
the rear of the interferometer.

.43
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also included, and that was that each interferogram was 
also run with half of the scan data (every other scan line 
was deleted), It is shown that the results are very similar 
and no distinguishable pattern can be discerned, as can be 
seen by looking at the A values which are the full data 
values minus the half data values. One clarification is 
necessary and that is that the coma values are for surface 
data. To get the OPD or wavefront data they must be 
doubled„ It should be noted that the tilt of zero indicated 
the nominal starting position, not a position of non-tilt 
for the interferometer. Figure 25 shows a plot of the coma 
generated by the FRINGE program in vector representation for 
each tilt position. It is evident that the magnitude of the 
difference in coma between each tilt position is constant 
and therefore the coma was linear. This demonstrated that 
it is necessary to take into account the angle of the coma 
to cjet a, proper interpretation, The wrong interpretation 
would result from pust looking at a, table of coma magnitudes, 
Figures 26-29 show the contour plots are similar, indicating 
the program, did a fairly good job of eliminating the coma 
from each one. It should be noted that the FRINGE program 
will only remove third order coma. As the tilts are 
increased the possibility of introducing higher order coma 
exists.

After the removal of coma, there is a RMS residual 
in the surface heights which is included in the output of
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Figure 25. Vector representation of coma.
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Figure 26. Contour map--tilt = 0.
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Figure 29, Contour map— tilt = 30.



the FRINGE program. Ideally,. this residual would be 
constant, but again it can be influenced by the fact that 
we are removing only third order coma, For all practical 
purposes, the RMS residual remained constant for the case 
presented here with the maximum difference from starting 
position to maximum tilt being less than .008 waves.

One should also note that the bottom of the 
interferograms get somewhat congested with contour lines. 
This is probably due to the quality of the photographic 
negative at the edge and the diffraction effects which 
are visible.

Although no quantitative data were generated, 
qualitatively speaking, if there was any distortion present, 
it was negligible.

Once the test plate was finished to sufficient 
accuracy, it was then used in conjunction with the indi
vidual mirrors in the Fizeau interferometer.

Coma Calculation 
An attempt to repeat the coma values for the 

introduction of a tilt in the LUPI setup, mathematically, 
was then undertaken.

Recalling the difference between a spherical ancj a 
conic surface (i.e., a fourth order departure);



we look at the introduction of a lateral shift y as shown 
Figure 30.

Figure 30, Lateral shift y .

So, we now have

<51 = tt Cy+y) 4 
0 R

Expanding;

S'* « g" —Y  (Y4 + 4y^y + 6y^y^ + 4yy^ + y4) 
R

The coma term is:

6ioma = I J3 4Y 3Y
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Simplifying we get:

5coma = Y | |  K ^ 3

or

6 1 = 7  — 6coma ' y

Using a value for y = 5.37 5" we get: 6 - 7,508 x 10 4 and 
6 (5.375) = 5.587 x 10"4 .

Now 6 ' (A) = y(22.43). This is in terms ofO UlUd
wavelengths where A = .6328 y . Now we have coma related to 
the lateral shift on the surface.

Taking the length to the fulcrum point of the 
interferometer as 18.5 inches, then the tilt angle is

or 5.405 x 10_4. For R = 58.435", we get 7 = .03158. 
Substituting into our (A) expression we get

5 c o m a = * 7 0 8  = ,71 A coma.
-More concisely, according to theory, for surface

values 6 ' CM = 22,43 7  when 7  is in inches and coma- * .
6 1 (A) is in wavelength's„coma J

Using the estimated angular tilt from the data, then
a "tilt" of 10 gives a lateral shift of ,0316 inches,
Examination of the FRINGE data shows that the slope of the
curve is about 15,9, or experimentally 6 CA) = '

’ - * ' exp, coma
15.9 7 .
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In Figure 31 the FRINGE output is plotted along 

with the calculated values for coma.
One would expect the slopes of the curves to be 

equal, It is obvious that they are not. There are several 
explanations as to why this is so. First, recall that the 
starting position, in the LUPI null lens test was not a 
position of zero tilt. Then together with the fact that the 
coma was rotating (changing its angle) leads to a different 
situation than presented in the calculation of the coma.

Also, surface irregularities as well as quality of 
scan data enter in because of the best fit surface procedure 
that the FRINGE program follows. This could be a major 
factor affecting the results because any and all small 
surface errors would enter into the best fit.

Other effects that must be considered are mechanical, 
As the interferometer was tilted by adjusting the adjustment 
screw, it could have traveled slightly in a direction 
orthogonal to the tilt (walking) thereby causing mope doubt 
as to what was actually happening at the surface of the test 
plate.

Examination of Figures 26 through 2 9 shows generally 
good agreement of the features of the surface error • 
extracted even though Figure 2 4 indicates a large comatic 
type error due to the decentering.
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One might still say that the results are close, 

though, when considering the effects that the aforementioned 
perturbations probably had on the experimental test,

it is impossible to re-do the experiment over again 
and check the discrepancies because the apparatus is no 
longer available.



CHAPTER 4

FIZEAU INTERFEROMETER

In the Fizeau interferometer, a fringe pattern is 
generated which can be interpreted as a contour map of the 
distance between two surfaces (in this case, the test plate 
and the secondary mirror or convex test plate), „ The
fringes can be looked at like the lines on a contour map

Xwith each contour separated from the next by ^ or
- 5approximately 1,075 x 10 inches for the wavelength ,5461 y 

which was used (the mercury green line), Fizeau fringes are 
also called "fringes of equal thickness."

In this particular setup, we have a unique situation 
in that we are viewing the fringes in a line parallel to the 
actual test platenmirror placement by means of a mirror and 
beamsplitter ..(.see Fiqure 32)., Figure 33 shows a photograph 
of the Fizeau setup while .Figure 34 is a photograph of the 
test plate and fringe viewing ports.

Figure 35 gives dimensions in an unfolded sketch 
involved in the interferometer as well as the pupil loca
tions and glass types used.

First, the aspheric mirror was compared to a 
spherical test plate. This gives us a contour map of the 
hyperbolic or aspheric surface referred to the spherical
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Figure 32, Fizeau interferometer schematic.



Figure 33. Fizeau interferometer.
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Figure 34. Test plate and viewing ports
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test plate. In Figures 46-51 (pp. 75-80), the separation 
between the plates as a function of radius along the plate 
was calculated and plotted for situations in which various 
amounts of tilt and/or axial displacement were introduced 
for the aspheric surface.

Also, in Figures 52-54 (pp. 81-83), the situation, 
of placing a spherical surface against a like spherical 
surface is investigated as well as an aspheric placed 
against a like aspheric (hyperbola) in the Fizeau configura
tion.

Distortion, which for third order, varies as the 
cube of the field, was investigated using the ACCOS IV 
computer program by tracing a real chief ray through this 
system and comparing it to paraxial values generated by the 
same program. Figure 36 is given showing this departure 
of real ray values from paraxial values as a function of 
zone in the aperture, An example of the ACCOS input is 
giyen below along with the perexial and real ray data for 
full aperture; - .

LENS INPUT
' FIZEAU DISTORTION INVESTIGATION lUNITS-INCHES)
KlAVLN .5461
PANAX ~S.1?5 .00240416
«D -53.435 -1,435814
TH' 3.5
GLASS 1.460073
CV 0.0
.TH . 0 . 0  
GLASS 2.460073
AD — 30.
TH -3.0.
AIR
RD 47.4
TH 3.75
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s)

real ray ht. - paraxial ray ht.. 005 --

. 004 --

stop dist. 60.74. 003

.002 - -

ooi --

0.10
Zone of mirror (normalized)

Figure 36. Measure of distortion.
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©LASS 1,60809
Ro. -47,4

. 60,74ABR
ASTOP
•AIR
AIR
PARKS
AIR
LEPRT

PARAXIAL TRACE DATA AT WAVELENGTH 1
* R F AXIAL Y AXIAL U CHIEF Y CHIEF u

. 8 0, 1,602773F-03 -5,1250002+00 -8,qs?412F-02
1 -9.24772AE-0? r,6f'2773F-03 0 , -A.Rft?4l?F-02
2' 2,404160r-03 3037965-03 -5.2532365+00 -4.9150695-023 4,737456E-03 1.7940205-03 -5.307287F+00 1 ,1887475-02

. 4 7,14699?F-03 ?, 1S10175-03' -5,2864345.00 8.7034645-02
5 1o37799^F-01 9,1S1017F-03 1 .8189895-}? 8.7034445-02
6 1 ,37799t'E-0 1 9,1510175-03 1,8189895-1? 8,7034645-027 1,377994^-01 2.15)0175-03 0» 8,7034645-02
9 @,88l7R4[-p4 *5.5756665+00

RAY 1, 0, 0 o la

REL XO
SINGLE RAY
REL YO WAVELENGTH

SURF X .
0,00 
' V

1,00 5
2

I . 0, 0. 0.
2 0 a *5.23769395+00 -4.60762305-01
3 0, -5.32392315+00 • 2.99937975-01
4 0. *5.30958945*00 -2.98319225-01
5 0 o 1,50828795-01 0.
6 6o 1,508?87?E-01 0.

' 7 0, 1.51828725-01 0.
8 0 0 -5,58013205+00 0.

Also, the possibility of increased distortion due 
to moving the eye off the optical axis of the system-was 
looked into, As seen by Figure 37, one would have to 
move quite a distance off axis to be bothered by this 
aberration.
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Figure 37. Distortion due to moving eye off axis.
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Figure 46 (p. 75) shows the separation of the 

spherical and hyperbolic plate when there is no tilt and the 
plates are not separated. This is the limiting case where 
the plates are in contact.

It should also be stated that even though results 
are given for surfaces in contact, this situation should be 
avoided due to the possibilities of deforming the surfaces 
by the weight of the mirror.

Figures 4 6-54 (pp. 7 5-83) also give the location of 
the centers of the fringes knowing that they are apart.

Figure 38 shows the basis used for determining 
the separation between the plates. The distance used was 
along the line on which the fringes were formed (i.e., the 
light exited the spherical plate perpendicular to the 
surface). Continuing with the spherical test plate used in 
conjunction with a convex hyperboloidal surface, we have 
Figure 38,

hyperboloidal spherical,
surface _ surface

sphere

Figure 38. Configuration to determine separation of plates.
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Recall that the apparatus is designed such that 

light exits the spherical surface normal to the surface as 
it proceeds to the hyperboloidal surface. Looking at the 
area Q enlarged, we have Figure 39:

Rsphere

ABC =

B
AB = SagH - Sag s =

BC = d

Figure 39. Enlarged view of separation

Recalling the definition for sagittaf we have: 

2 2
Sagy =

Rh + /  R^ - (K+l)y2 RH + Z R ^  + . 435814 y 2 

for a sphere K = 0

2
SagS = -------—

Rc + /  - y 2

where: R^ = radius of sphere
Rh = radius of hyperbola.
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Referring back to the area Q in Figure 39, we make 

the approximation that a right triangle is formed by ABC so
d = S cos (p. Cos (p can also be expressed as /l-sin^cf) and d / — T"
sin(j) = . So we can conclude cos<j) = y 1 -

S Re
/ T

And now d = [Sag - Sag ] / 1 - This does not
Re

include any tilt or axial displacement of the surfaces.
Next, the inclusion of a small tilt e and an axial 

displacement 6 will be considered. By tilting the hyper- 
boloidal surface, the coscp remains the same. It is still 
equal to / 1  - What will have to be modified is the

R iquantity [SagH - Sag^] (Figure 40).

untilted
condition

^SagH - Sagg + 6 + cy

tilted and 
displaced

Figure 40. Tilt and displacement of plates,

So now the total distance we are looking for is
/ 2_[SagH - Sag_ + 6 + ey] / I -

Rs
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AKnowing that the fringes occur every thickness of 

airgap, we can use the formula for their intensity
2 77(3. ^I = (cos— — ) to look for maxima or minima, The results 

of this search are plotted in Figures 46 through 51 (pp. 75- 
80)• It should be noted that zero surface separation is 
merely a reference for the central dark fringe. Various 
tilts, displacements, and combinations of tilts and dis
placements are incorporated in the results. Not only was 
this procedure followed for the sphere^-hyperbola combina
tion, but also for a sphere-sphere configuration. Explicit 
data are not shown for a hyperbola-hyperbola combination 
because those results very closely approximate those for 
the sphere-sphere condition.

Looking at Figure 47 (p. 7 6) it is seen that as the 
spherical and hyperbolic surfaces are separated, the peaks 
of the curves or the point of maximum surface separation 
moves toward the center of the plates, (i.e., to the left). 

This is mainly a mathematical exercise to see what 
happens as the two plates are tilted and displaced f as they 
Jtmst be in the actual test configuration.

Figures 46 through 54 (pp, 7 5r-83) were generated 
by using the equations already presentedr thus they are 
theoretical curves for this test plate^-mirror investigated 
in the Fizeau configuration.

In the Fizeau setup, with the test plate-mirror 
displaced, there is a possibility of generating the
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appearance that the curvature of the mirror is in error.
This can be seen in the fact that as the separation 
increases the rays will be intercepting the mirror at a 
different height as seen in Figure 41.

51
test plate mirror

Figure 41, Ray intercept upon separation.

The fact that the rays hit a different point on the 
surface than expected could lead to the interpretation of a 
different curvature. By differentiating the aspheric sag 
equation we get:

dz =
r / i ” (.K+l) ~̂2 

R

which gives the change in sag as a function of the change 
in y.

Now looking at the possible problem involving the 
tilt of the mirror. If the mirror is tilted with respect 
to the test plate, we note rays do not intercept the mirror
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at their expected positions, and, also, some rays travel 
shorter distances than others (Figure 42). It looks like 
this tilting would cause a comatic appearance.

surface
test plate 
surface

Figure 42, Ray intercept upon tilt,

Radius of the Spherical Test Plate 
To generate the minimum number of fringes, the

spherical test plate should be tangent to the convex 
hyperbola at the center line and intersect the hyperbola 
at the endpoints (edges) as shown in Figure 43,

Knowing this, we can say that the sag for the
spherical test plate and the hyperbola must be the same at 
the endpoints. Using the aspheric sag formula:

A

\ mirror

2
S

(K+l) y2
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136.525 MM
f Spherical test plate

Aspheric (hyperbolic 
surface)

Figure 43. Radius of spherical test plate.

for a sphere K = 0

Knowing the conic constant K and the radius for the
hyperbola, a value for S can be calculated using the 
aspheric sag formula.

K = -1.435814 
R = 1484.249 MM = 58.435"
S = 6,273 MM = .247"

Yielding a radius for the sphere of R = 58.612".

2
S

Next, solving for R:

y = 136.525 MM = 5.375"
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In this particular situation of using non-flat test 

plates, we can say that there is a wedge angle associated 
with the air gap between them (this is like having two 
flat plates that are tilted).

We can say that the fringe location occurs at the 
intersection of the rays reflected from the first and second 
surfaces of the air gap. The intersection point will lie 
above or below the reflecting surfaces depending on the 
wedge angle and the angle of incidence. When the light is 
incident from the thick side of the wedge, the reflected 
rays intersect above the wedge; when it is incident from 
the thin side, the rays appear to intersect below the 
wedge (Figure 44).

Light from 
< source

Fringe
location

Light from 
source

Fringe

Fringes below surface Fringes above surface

Figure 44. Fringe locations.
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The angle made by the intersection of the two rays 

actual or extended is equal to two times the tilt angle 0 

as shown in Figure 45, Note that the effects of refraction 
are ignored since the same results will occur with or 
without this consideration. As far as this phenomenon is 
concerned, the effects are negligible and hence ignored in 
determining fringe location from Figures 46 to 54,

Subtraction of Interferograms
In the Fizeau setup, it is necessary to subtract 

the interferogram of the concave hyperboloidal test plate 
from the interferogram generated by the Fizeau inter
ferometer to get a true picture of the contour map of the 
convex hyperboloidal mirror. This is to negate any effects 
resulting from inherent aberrations in the test plate such 
as astigmatism. To successfully accomplish this, one must 
be sure of the orientation of the Fizeau interferogram to 
the test plate interferogram.

The Fizeau interferogrqm for one of the mirrors is 
shown in Figure 55,

• Looking at the Fizeau interferogram shown in Figure 
55, one can see what appears to be square or rectangular 
shadows obscuring the central part of the interferogram. 
These are reflections of the source in the Fizeau interA 

ferometer setup already discussed, . Most likely these are 
reflections off of the condensing lens. Fundamentally, they
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Incorporating a wedge angle 0

Figure 45. Wedge angle —  The effect is greatly exaggerated 
in this figure.
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Figure 46. Sphere-hyperbola tilt = 0, displacement = 0.
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Figure 48. Sphere-hyperbola displacement = 0.
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Figure 49, Sphere-hyperbola displacement = .15 MM
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Figure 50. Sphere-hyperbola displacement = .45 MM
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Figure 55. Fizeau interferogram.
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were of no consequence other than detracting from the 
appearance of the interferogram. When the interferogram 
was reduced on the comparator, this also did not present a 
major problem since the FRINGE program has provisions for 
missing or obscured fringes. It should be noted that these 
fringes are not obscured in the true sense of the word 
since the fringes go through the reflection. In some 
cases, it was impossible, using the interferogram negative, 
with the comparator, to determine the true peak of the 
fringe, so that particular fringe was skipped over. This 
is what is meant by obscured fringe in this particular 
situation. These provisions keep the order of the fringes 
intact, even though actual data for those obscured scans are 
not entered, The contour map generated from this inter- 
ferogram is shown in Figure 56, The test plate inter- 
ferogram used was that for a tilt = 10 shown in Figure 26, 
The result of subtracting the test plate interferogram from 
the Fizeau interferogram is shown in Figure 57, As can be 
seen, the contours are a bit congested and of a different 
interval L, 0 2 A ’s) than previously presented contour maps, 
The FRINGE program picks its own contour interval over which 
the operator has no control. So trying an interpolation to 
generate .05 A contour intervals, we get a sketched Fizeau 
interferogram contour map (Figure 58) with intervals 
previously used, If one looks closely, there are simi
larities which can be distinguished between the two figures.
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indicating that their surface errors were resident on the 
secondary at that time. The secondary has since been worked 
by an optician to remove these errors,

At the time this interferogram was taken, the mirror 
surface had a ARMS, of . 053 A's (A == ,6328 y) given by the 
FRINGE program. It should be noted that the Fizeau inter- 
ferogram was taken in .5461 y light and the test plate was 
taken in .6328 y light. This was taken into account in the 
reduction and analysis process.



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY

In this thesis, three tests were studied in their 
relation to testing the test plate pair for the MMT 
secondary mirrors,

The Hindle test for testing convex hyperboloids was 
investigated through the computer analysis of the system.
A major effort involved perturbing the system in various 
ways and seeing the magnitude, of the effect on spherical 
aberration and coma. It was also seen that even though a 
null situation existed, one could not definitely say that 
the surface was the correct one. Alsof the physical setup 
itself was looked at. It showed that a small central portion 
of the convex surface is not capable of being tested in the 
classical Hindle configuration. I

With the LUPI interferometer and null lens, the 
primary interest was centered around the investigation of 
coma and the incorporation of the FRINGE computer program 
for analyzing interferograms. It was shown that the FRINGE 
program successfully subtracted out third order coma from 
the interferograms when various tilts were introduced.
Also, coma for the same amount of tilt was calculated
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analytically and found to differ from that generated by the 
FRINGE program for reasons previously stated.

One area of study with the Fizeau interferometer was 
a plot of the fringe locations as a function of mirror or 
test plate tilt and/or displacement.

The FRINGE, program was again incorporated in this 
section of study by subtracting the interferogram o f  the 
concave test plate from a Fizeau.interferogram to give a 
true picture of the convex mirror, the results of which were 
presented previously, It should be noted that the contour 
plots involving the Fizeau interferogram are no longer valid 
since that particular convex mirror has since been worked on 
by the optician, -

In the future, the mirror will be rotated to 
determine any unsymmetries that could be present,
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